Introduction. This paper deals with a Riesz representation theorem in the following setting: Let H be a compact Hausdorff space, let E and F be locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces over the real or complex field. Let C(H, E) denote the continuous functions from H into E with the topology of uniform convergence. The purpose of this paper is to improve certain integral representation theorems for continuous linear transformations T from C(H, E) into F. The well-known Riesz representation theorem [10] gives a Stieltjes integral representation for T when H is a closed interval and when E and Fare the real numbers. There have been many generalizations of this theorem in the literature, and there have been two essentially different approaches giving rise to two different kinds of representation theorems. In one approach (see [l] , [2] , [5] , [8] , [9] , [ll]) y'T is written as an integral where y' is in the topological dual of F. The integral converges in the weak topology with a measure defined on the Borel sets with values in L(E, F"), the space on continuous linear transformations of E into F". Under various additional assumptions on E, F, or T, T is written as an integral. (For example, this can be done if T is assumed to be compact or F is assumed to be reflexive.) The most general of these theorems is due to Swong [ll, Theorem 6.1, p. 283]. Another approach in the literature can be found in the papers [6] , [12] , [13] , [14] . In these papers the method is of a constructive nature and T is written as an integral, and the convergence of the integral is in the e°° topology of F" (norm topology in the case F is a normed space), and T is thought of as a mapping of E into F" by the canonical imbedding of F into F". This is done by restricting the class of sets the measure is defined on. In [12] the class of sets is the intervals where H = [0, l], and E and F are assumed to be normed spaces. In [6] and [13] the class of sets is the ring generated by compact Gs's. Recently in [14] Tucker and Wayment have been able to extend the measure to a larger proper subring of the Baire sets.
In this paper it is shown that the restriction of the measure in [6] , [12], [13], [14] was not necessary, and in fact T can be represented as an integral with convergence in the e00 topology with the measure defined on the Borel sets. This result thus implies and strengthens The third problem considered is the case when H is also a topological group and we characterize the left translation invariant T.
1. Notation. The topology of C(H, E) is generated by the seminorms p(f) =supieff P(f(t)) where \p) ranges over the continuous seminorms of E. Let C(H) denote the continuous functions from H into the scalar field with the usual supremum norm. Let L(E, F) denote the continuous linear transformations from E into F. If G is any locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space then let G' denote the topological dual of G under the topology of uniform convergence on weakly bounded subsets of G. Let G" denote the dual of G'. The topology for G" will be the e00 topology which is generated by the seminorms q"(g") =sup"'e/?; | (g", g')\, where Bq is the g-unit ball for a continuous seminorm q on G, and Bq is the polar of Bq in G', i.e.,B°Q={g'EG": \(g, g')| £1, VgEBq}.
We shall make use of some notation used in Swong's paper [ll]. When we say "there exists a pairing (p, q) such that • • • " we shall mean "for each continuous seminorm q on F there exists a continuous sup1£ff p(f(l)) ^ 1} is finite, and whenever | F| p_9 exists we shall say T is p -q related. We further notice that T" (the bitranspose of T) maps C"(H, E) into F", and whenever T is p -q related then T" is p"-q" related and | F|p_, = | T\ P"_,". Proof. £"(E?-i x«-*0 =suP/-eB;| E?-i ix^Xu f')\. Fix f'EB°P, then | J^.i (XerXi, f')\ =| E?=iMi(e»)| where m.=M(*,./'>. By construction each Hi is a regular Borel measure of finite variation, so for each i pick a compact set c< such that CiQet, and ||ju,-|| (e,--c,-) <e/3n. Since i7 is a compact Hausdorff space, and the {Ci} are disjoint, there exist disjoint open sets {ui} such that CiQui and ||ju,-||(w,--c,-) <e/3n, for all i. Now pick compact GYs {c't\ such that c< CcJCm,-. Then
+ E INK* -*) + E lkll(«< -«/) < «. Now define K(e)-x= T"(xe-x). K is of bounded p -q" variation which means there exists a pairing (p, q") and constants JFp_a<< such that q"( £?_, K(ei) -xi) g Wv_q., sup(x,). The p-q" variation Vp-q., is defined to be the inf of the constants Wp-q». To check this take q" on F" then there exists a p such that T is p -q related and so T" is p" -q" related so <?"( £ K(e() -x.) = q" (r" ( ± X.rx£
Thus K is of bounded p -q" variation, and in fact Fp_"» ^ | F| p_9.
We see further that if eES, K(e)EL(E, F"), since q"(K(e)-x) g | T\ _,/>(*). Definition 1. We say K from 5 into L(E, F") is a weak regular Borel measure if for each xEE and y'EF', \(e) = (K(x)-x, y') is a regular Borel measure. K as defined above is a weak regular Borel measure, since X(e) = <A(e)-x, y') = (T"xe-x, y') = (xfX, r'(y'))=lu(e)(lirw,, which is a regular Borel measure by construction.
It is also obvious that K is finitely additive. A further remark is that K defined above agrees with the definition of K given in [6] on the ring generated by compact Gj's. In [6] K is such that (K(e)-x, y')=limn(F(/"-x), y'), where {/"} is a certain sort of bounded sequence of continuous functions converging pointwise to x«-But lim (T(f"-x),y') = lim </"•*, T(y')) = lim I fndpix,T'<s)) = At(<0c*,r<("-)), n n n J by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. But v(e)(x,T'(y')) = (Xe-x,T'(y')) = (T"(Xe-x),y'). Definition 2. If A is a finitely additive set function from 5 into L(E, F"), we sa.yfEC(H, E) is integrable with respect to K provided there exists a y"EF" such that given any q" on F", and «>0, there exists a partition P0 of //"such that if P= {ei, • • • , e»} is any refinement of Po, and e,£5 for all i, then q"(y"'-£?_i K(ei)xi) <« for any choice of x,-such that x,E/(e.) for all i. We say y"=fdKf. Definition 3. We say P= {eu • • • , en\ is an/-e-p partition of H provided that p(xi-xi) <e whenever x\, x2G/(e,-) for some *.
We now strengthen Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. If fEC(H, E), where q is the absolute value. So for f'£Bl,P"(f-t,X.i*)
We should remind the reader that we are thinking of fEC"(H, E)
by the canonical imbedding.
We now state and prove our representation theorem. Thus A is unique.
The converse is trivial. Remark 1. If one considers the case when F is semireflexive, then one has the theorem that T is a continuous linear transformation of C(H, E) into F if and only if there exists a unique weak regular Borel measure K from 5 into L(E, F) of bounded p -q variation such that T(f) =fdKf, where the convergence of the integral is in the topology e°° of F", over Borel partitions.
(The proof is similar to [6, Proof. For simplicity we shall assume the field is the real field; similar arguments prove the result for the complex case.
Let us assume TEM. We shall show K(e)-x = v(x)p.(e), where v(x) = T(fo-x), where/o is the function that is identically one on H.
Consider <p(f) = (Tf-x, y'), <pEC(H), and <f> is left-translationinvariant. So by [7, 15A, p . 40] we see there exist positive linear functional <pi and cp2 such that <p=<pi-<p2. By considering the construction one sees <pi and <p2 are translation invariant. By [7, 290, p. 115] there exist constants Xi and X2 such that <pi(f) = \iffdp., <b2(f) =\2ffdp., VfEC(H), where fi is left-invariant-Haar-measure normalized by n(H) = l. Hence <^>(/)=X(y', x)ffdpt for some constant X(y', x). Thus (Tf-x, y') =X(y', x)ffdfi. Let/=/0 and we see (v(x), y') =\(y',x). Thus T(f-x)=v(x)ffdn,VfEC(H) and VxEF. So (T(f-x), y') = (v(x), y')(ffdu), so by definition (K(e) x, y') = (v(x), y')
•(i(e), or K(e)-x=n(e)v(x).
